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Abstract: In recent year popularity of home automation has been increasing due to low cost and simplicity through smartphone and tablet connectivity. It is an automation of home or house hold activity. Raspberry Pi is a small computer, which was introduced in the year of 2012; it is currently a mainstream system subject to extensive availability that can be used in home automation. It is estimated that up to 2020 there will be near about 50 billion internet enable devices available. Home automation may contain centralize controller which control lightning in the house, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and air conditioning), Security locks of gates, doors and other system to provide improve comfort, connivance security and energy efficiency. The aim of this paper is to develop an home automation application using RPi and GSM. Programming has been developed in Python environment for RPi operation.
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1. Introduction

The first home computer was used for home automation system in 1966. A home automation system nothing but integration of electrical devices in a home. The techniques used in home automation include the building automation as well as the control of domestic activities such as lighting control system, home entertainment systems, yard watering and irrigation system. The popularity of home automation has been increasing greatly in recent years due to low cost and simplicity through smartphone. The concept here arise i.e. “Internet of Things” has tied in closely with home automation. Internet of Things (IoT) is an going development of the internet by which everyday “things” objects have communication capabilities which allow them to send and receive data [1]. It is estimated that up to 2020 there will be near about 50 billion internet enable devices available.

In home automation systems, devices, sensors which can communicate without the need of machine-to-machine communication.

An individual device is device which control only one appliance, examples include; photocell lighting controls and timers, motion detectors, programmable thermostats. A distributed-control system which allows for single appliances to communicate internally with each other with electrical wiring and without a central controller. A centrally controlled communication in which system transmit signals between a central computer and appliance controllers or environmental sensors [1]. This paper present controlling the home automation appliances using sms services with the help of Raspberry Pi.

Raspberry Pi is a small computer, which was introduced in the year of 2012, it is currently a mainstream system subject to extensive availability that can be used in home automation. the Raspberry Pi is a series of credit card sized single board computers developed in the UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation with the intention of promoting the teaching of basic computer science in schools. As raspberry pi is a small and powerful tool it allows the home automation enthusiast, programmer and electronic hobbyist to enhance their homes with sensors and software. Raspberry Pi is an small computer board which having a large number of input and output peripherals [2]. Raspberry Pi is not only a processing node in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) but also it is act as a controller.
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There are three way to described home automations:
- Individual control devices,
- Distributed-control systems and
- Centrally controlled systems.
The original Raspberry Pi is based on the Broadcom BCM2835 system on a chip (SoC). It is a small computer with the dimensions 85.60 mm × 53.98 mm × 17 mm, having weight only 45g and affordable for 25–35$. The Raspberry Pi contains a processor, program memory (RAM – Random-Access Memory) and graphics chip also various interfaces and connectors for external devices communication. Raspberry Pi is low cost, high performance and low power consumption device [2]. The power is provide to Raspberry Pi using alkaline battery. It is made of six rechargeable AA batteries and a voltage regulator. The most suitable pack, which fulfills the relatively high power requirement. Raspberry Pi is nothing but server device which work with whole network of single purpose clients devices. Raspberry Pi having Secure Digital (SD) flash memory which acts as Hard Drive. SD card support up to 32GB, 64GB or more than that. Generally 2GB is sufficient otherwise it become prohibitively expensive [1]. Device has USB Mass Storage devices, solid-state drives (SSDs) or pocket-size flash drives. Raspberry Pi Model A has 246 MB of RAM where as B and B+ has 512 MB. Ethernet/LAN cable used for Internet Connectivity, In case of Model B has RJ45 Ethernet port, while Model A does not. Model B is auto-sensing in which router or directly to another computer use for connection by creating ad-hoc networks or to connect a wide range of wireless network latest 802.11n high speed standard will be used [1]. The 3.5 mm analog audio jack used for connection of headphone and speaker. Raspberry Pi uses Linux Operating System because it is free and open source also Python Programming for activation and deactivation of output load.

Figure 3 Shows the GPIO is General Purpose Input and Output pins on the Raspberry Pi. We have use Raspberry Pi Model in this paper; consist of total 40 pins out of which each row include 20 pins. The first row contains the even-numbered pins, and the other row contains the odd-numbered pins [1]. The GPIO pins can accept input and output commands. They can be accessed for controlling hardware such as LEDs, motors, and relays, which are all examples of outputs. Raspberry Pi can read the status of switches, buttons and dials, or it can read sensors like light, temperature, proximity sensors or motion detector [3].

2. Literature Survey

Several definitions are available in the literature survey for home Automation. “Raspberry Pi as a Sensor Web node for Home Automation” This paper proposes an implementation of Sensor Web node as a part of Internet of Things (IOT) using Raspberry Pi (RPi). RPi is customizable, reasonably cost and programmable small computer having large numbers of peripherals and network for communication. Before the IOT technology controlling, monitoring and alerting of devices is not possible. IOT technology provides many advantages including cost saving, security, safety and improve comfort. In this work communication between the remote user and the home devices is implemented using RESTful based Web services. In order to address the issues of flexibility and functionality, a novel, standalone, flexible and low cost home controlling and monitoring system is implemented. Open source software is used for programming which control the devices. Experimental result and performance have shown by Raspberry Pi. Compare with the commercially available home automation systems the proposed system is better from the flexibility and scalability point of view [1].

“Raspberry Pi based Interactive Home Automation System through E-mail” the algorithm developed such a way that it read the subject of E-mail or in other word we can say that, home application controlled through E-mail by reading the subject. The basic application has been implemented and used efficiently. Home Automation implement through web based it consumes more space for web server storage, if it is SMS based then in DTMF call drop is major problem both these disadvantages eliminated through propose method using RPi [2].

“Smart Home System Based on ZigBee and ARM” In this system multiple sensor is monitored by the controller. Short Message is automatically send to the user through system when the value of sensor exceeds the preset threshold value. Manager control the device by sending text message (SMS) to the system.
real-time information of system is obtained on displayed. Samsung S3C2440 microprocessor used as a Central controller which used ARM9 control unit. Chipcon’s CC2430 ZigBee Network module for wireless connection and GSM module for message transmission and receiving [3]. “Home Automation with a low-cost AVR-based Board" The AVR Processor used ATMega32 as the main controller. Sensor and Home appliance may control remotely via The Internet or Smartphone. Web server is created for communication with the client via REST interface. Four port of AVR processor is A,B,C,D. Out of four 3 port A,C and 6 pin from port D are available for user. Port B connected to Ethernet for In-circuit connection [4]. “Smart GSM Based Home Automation System” Home Automation uses the GSM Modem to control the home appliances. Conditional System, light and security controlled via text message (SMS). PIC16F887 is main microcontroller which controls the home appliances. GSM modem is connected to the PIC16F887 for the communication between user and controller. AT command has been used for GSM communication and Status of devices is obtained on user mobile phone where the device is switch off or on [5].

3. Existing System

A home automation system nothing but integration of electrical devices in a home. The techniques used in home automation include the building automation as well as the control of domestic activities such as lighting control system, home entertainment systems, and yard watering and irrigation system. The popularity of home automation has been increasing greatly in recent years due to low cost and simplicity through Smartphone. The concept here arise i.e. “Internet of Things” Internet of Things (IoT) is an going development of the internet by which everyday „things” objects have Communication capabilities which allow them to send and receive data.

This paper proposes an implementation of Sensor Web node as a part of Internet of Things (IOT) using Raspberry Pi (RPi). RPi is customizable, reasonably cost and programmable small computer having large numbers of peripherals and network for communication. In this work communication between the remote user and the home devices is implemented using RESTful based Web services.

Disadvantages of Existing System

- Home Automation implement through Web based consumes more space for Web server storage.
- Continue Internet connection require for communication between user and system which is costly as compare to available text message services (SMS).

4. System Architecture

Propose Architecture of our system shown below in fig no.4 which includes processing unit i.e. Raspberry Pi. This chip is a 32 bit, 700 MHz System on a Chip, which is built on the ARM11 architecture, GSM is the global System for Mobile Communication it is digital mobile telephone system. GSM module can send text message to the required authorities as per the application. GSM is a wireless system with no specified range limit. GSM uses TDMA most widely use of digital wireless technology. It is operated either 900 MHz to 1800 MHz frequency band. GSM modem having bidirectional connection to the RPi used for communication between user and system. RS232 pin used in system. it perform serial communication between the microcontroller and the outside world. The main function is to transfer the data from PC (VB software) to the microcontroller. Relay is the electromagnetic, there is no electrical connection inside the relay the link is mechanical and magnetic. Electromagnetic component act as switch which used to on and off the sensors and home automation devices. It has one normally open terminal, 1 normally closed terminal, a coil and 1 common terminal LCD. ADC is analog to digital converter use to convert analog input voltage in to the binary coded decimal value. As the processor understand only digital values then it is necessary to convert sense analog value in to the digital and used for further operation.

5. Application

If your lamp could send message to you and suggest replacing the bulb. Furthermore, if your lamp is taking to you, could your sprinkler system and refrigerator too? Expert says yes if you are using home automation. Numerous of application are available base on home automation but some of the them discuss here.

- Lighting Control allows you to control lamps, wall switches. We can customize the timing of lighting for particular room and specific time.
- HVAC Regulation allows to control heating and cooling the room base on schedule time.
- Lawn Irrigation, sprinkler control system are providing water regulation through real time communication with local weather data.
- Smart Appliances such as smart refrigerators allow to scan store grocery and alert you if an item is about to expire.
- Security Systems such as window sensor, motion detectors, video cameras and recording mechanism connected to mobile via cloud to access real time security status of your home.

6. Conclusion

In this highly developing era, where directly or indirectly, everything is dependent on computation and information technology. Raspberry Pi proves to be a smart, economic and efficient platform for implementing the home
automation. In this implementation using Raspberry Pi I have shown the switching operation of electronic devices with the help of relays. The code provided is generic and flexible. Hence this technique is better than other home automation method. In Web server based home automation, the design of web server and space required is eliminated by this method.
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